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Housekeeping 
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• All lines are muted to help with reducing 

background sounds. 

• Use Chat—Send to “All Panelists.”

• Today’s call is being recorded.

• Meeting materials will be made available within 

10 business days.  



Today’s Meeting Objectives 

• Discover what a LAN is

• Explain how LANs transfer experiences to help mitigate barriers  
and drive improvement 

• Discuss barriers to effective and meaningful communication

• Demonstrate the Forum of End Stage Renal Disease (ESRD) 
Networks Grievance Toolkit

• Share success stories related to using the Grievance Toolkit

• Request action between calls 
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Polling Question

Who is on the call today?

• Facility Administrator

• Social worker

• Nurse

• CMS

• Patient

• Caregiver 
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What is a LAN? 

• A LAN is a forum for bringing healthcare professionals, patients, 
and other stakeholders together around a shared agenda or 
goal to achieve rapid, wide-scale improvement. 

• As a LAN participant, you will have the opportunity to convert 
personal knowledge and experience into shared common 
knowledge by joining together and sharing information that is 
valuable to both patients and healthcare providers. 
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Patient-centered Care (PCC) 

• In the broadest terms, PCC is care organized around the 
patient. It is a model in which providers partner with patients 
and families to identify and satisfy the full range of patient 
needs and preferences. 

• Not to be overlooked in defining patient-centered care is its 
concurrent focus on staff. To succeed, a PCC approach must 
also address the staff experience, as staff‘s ability and 
inclination to effectively care for patients is unquestionably 
compromised if they do not feel cared for themselves.

Source: IHI Patient-centered Care Improvement Guide This Guide was funded by Picker Institute, an international non -profit organization that supports research in the field of patient-centered care. The work of many 
organizations — including the Picker Institute, the Institute for Family-Centered Care, the Institute for Healthcare Improvement, Robert Wood Johnson Foundation, The Commonwealth Fund, the University HealthSystem 
Consortium and others — to define, implement, refine, and evaluate patient-centered care has provided a strong foundation from which to launch this Guide.
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Relationship-centered Care (RCC) 

• RCC can be defined as care in which all participants appreciate the 

importance of their relationships with one another. 

• RCC is founded upon four principles: 

▪ Relationships in health care ought to include the personhood of the participants. 

▪ Affect and emotion are important components of these relationships. 

▪ All healthcare relationships occur in the context of reciprocal influence. 

▪ The formation and maintenance of genuine relationships in healthcare is 

morally valuable.

Source:  J Gen Intern Med. 2006 Jan; 21(Suppl 1): S3–S8. doi:  10.1111/j.1525-1497.2006.00302.x
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In RCC, relationships between patients and clinicians remain central, 
although the relationships of clinicians with themselves, with each other 
and with community are also emphasized.



Barriers to Effective and Meaningful  
Patient and Staff Communication 

Using the chat feature, please identify barriers to 
addressing patient complaints when they occur.
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Barriers to Patient and Staff 
Professionalism

Using the chat feature, please list one thing that 
contributes to poor patient and/or staff professionalism. 
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Polling Question—Facility Representatives 

How confident are you to resolve a complaint made by 
a patient? 

• Very confident

• Somewhat confident

• Not confident 
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Polling Question—Patient and/or Caregiver 

How confident are you that your concern about your care 
and/or facility will be resolved?

• Very confident

• Somewhat confident

• Not confident 
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Forum of ESRD Networks: 
Grievance Toolkit 
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Polling Question 

• Are you familiar with the Grievance Toolkit? 
▪ If yes, do you utilize it as a resource to help patients and staff 

manage grievances?  
− If yes, please explain in the chat box.
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Using the Grievance Toolkit: 
ESRD Network Success Stories
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Grievance Toolkit Interventions and 
Best Practices 

Anne Pugh, MSW, LCSW

Patient Services Manager 

ESRD Network 17
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The Grievance Toolkit: Chapter 5

https://www.hsag.com/contentassets/14f5d60216734d058e437d28df85dff8/the-patient-grievance-process-toolkit-flyer-final.pdf 16

https://www.hsag.com/contentassets/14f5d60216734d058e437d28df85dff8/the-patient-grievance-process-toolkit-flyer-final.pdf


Network 17 Grievance Toolkit Intervention: 
Created from the Patient’s Perspective

Together, Network 17 patients, and staff created a 

Grievance Toolkit Intervention using: 

• Basecamp 

• Conference calls

• WebEx
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Grievance Toolkit Intervention: Process

1. Have staff read Chapter 5 of the Grievance Toolkit 

aloud to patients in a one-on-one setting.
a. Staff should preferably be patient care or support staff. 

(e.g., techs, nurses)

2. Provide patients with a copy of the Toolkit.

3. Explain the other sections of the Toolkit.

4. Discuss any patient concerns as they arise.

5. Ask the patients to respond to the four question scan after 

the one-on-one chapter review with staff.

6. Have staff provide feedback on the effectiveness of the 

activity via Survey Monkey or other means.
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We Asked Patients: 
What Can Staff Do to Foster an Environment in Which 
Patients Would Be More Likely to Bring Up Concerns? 

Please select five ideas from the list below that you feel would help patients become more comfortable 
talking with staff about their treatment concerns. Feel free to add ideas of your own.

Designate a trained patient point person to talk to management for me

Have staff and/or my doctor ask me periodically if I have any concerns about my care

Utilize suggestion cards that patients could fill out and submit. It then could be 

reposted on a bulletin board with the management’s responses. (if appropriate)

Have the clinic distribute wallet cards with the company’s complaint line phone number

Provide all patients a copy of the Dialysis Patient Grievance Toolkit

Have staff document patient concerns immediately so that they don’t get forgotten

Have staff thank patients for speaking up; encourage open communication lines

Provide a suggestion box for ideas for the clinic that was reviewed regularly

 Include a patient representative at the monthly clinic quality improvement meeting

Have staff talk more with patients in general, not just about dialysis
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Results of the Patient Questionnaire:
March 2017 (n=111)

How useful did you find 
the information you read 
in Chapter 5?

After reviewing Chapter 5 
today, how comfortable 
would you be voicing a 
concern to facility staff?

Please select the five ideas 
from the list below that 
you feel would help 
patients become more 
comfortable talking with 
staff about their concerns.
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Best Practices, Lessons Learned

• Best Practice:

▪ Engaging patients one-on-one helps patients to feel more comfortable 

speaking up.

▪ Clinics implemented suggestions from their patients after receiving 

scan results.

• Lessons Learned:

▪ Patients have a lot to say about the grievance process and their 

facilities.

▪ Patients would appreciate being talked to about their lives, not just 

about dialysis.

▪ Staff learned about the grievance process by discussing it with 

patients chairside.
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QAPI Patient Education (Appendix)

For more information and resources 
visit ESRD Network 17 website: 

https://www.hsag.com/en/esrd-
networks/esrd-network-17/for-
providers/grievance-process/
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Grievance Toolkit Use and Sharing 
Melissa Perry MSW, LCSW

Patient Services Manager 

ESRD Network 7
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Grievance Toolkit Use and Sharing: 
National Patient and Family Engagement LAN

Julie Moss, MS 

Director PFE and LANs
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Polling Questions 

• Does your facility use feedback from a complaint or 
grievance? 
▪Yes or No 

• Has your facility ever had a patient complaint lead to the 
creation of a solution in partnership with the patient or 
potentially created by the patient?  
▪Yes or No 

• If yes, would you being willing to share this example 
with others? 
▪Yes or No 
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Contact Information to Share Your 
Experience

• Oniel Delva

Phone: (813) 865-3339 

Email: odelva@hsag.com
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Questions to Run On and Action Steps 

• What is one thing that I can take from this presentation and 
utilize in my daily work habits, treatment sessions, with co-
workers, or with family members?

• What is one thing that I can do by next Tuesday to improve my 
communication and professionalism with others? 
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Thank you.
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